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1 Introduction
Facilitated meetings are an established practice for
the requirements engineering activities elicitation and
validation [6]. Focus groups are one well-known
technique for implementing this practice. Some re-
searchers [1, 2, 5] have already reported the success-
ful use of vision videos for stimulating active discus-
sions among the participants of on-site focus groups,
e.g., for validating scenarios and eliciting feedback.
These vision videos show scenarios of a system vision.
In this way, the videos serve all parties involved as
a visual reference point to actively disclose, discuss,
and align their mental models of the future system
to achieve a shared understanding [3]. In the joint
project TrUSD1, we had planned to conduct such an
on-site focus group using a vision video to validate a
scenario of a future software tool, the so-called Privacy
Dashboard2. However, the COVID-19 pandemic and
its associated measures led to an increase in remote
working, which also affected us. Therefore, we had to
replan and conduct the focus group virtually. We re-
port about our experiences and recommendations for
the use of vision videos in virtual focus groups.

2 Setting of the Virtual Focus Group
The goal of the virtual focus group was to validate
whether the current Privacy Dashboard concepts re-
flect the users’ needs and are consistent with their
workflows. Therefore, we focused on use cases and
not on design decisions. In a previous on-site focus
group, we presented the Privacy Dashboard as a slide
show consisting of static images of mockups. We had
the impression that the participants of the on-site fo-
cus group had difficulties following the moderator’s
verbal descriptions of the scenario. For this reason,
we decided to present the scenario as a vision video
depicting animations such as typing and cursor move-
ments. We produced the vision video with the Mockup
Recorder [4]. The Mockup Recorder allows producing
vision videos of scenarios by interacting with static
images of mockups without any implementation [4].

1https://www.trusd-projekt.de/
2https://www.trusd-projekt.de/wp/motivation-loesungsidee/

The virtual focus group took place on 5 August
2020 with two future users, one moderator, and two
researchers as observers. The procedure of the vir-
tual focus group was as follows: (1) The focus group
started with an introduction to the idea underlying
the Privacy Dashboard. For this purpose, a video was
shown that had originally been produced for another
workshop and is hereafter referred to as the introduc-
tion video. Then, (2) the moderator played the vision
video in the Mockup Recorder which was presented to
the participants via screen sharing. The vision video
showed the navigation through the Privacy Dashboard
and the specified scenario on several mockups. The
moderator made live comments on the vision video.
Afterwards, (3) the participants watched the vision
video a second time on their own without any expla-
nations by the moderator. Next, (4) the moderator
played parts of the vision video again to discuss them
in the group. One of the observers collected feedback
on the mockups and the interaction processes. The
participants also provided feedback on the virtual fo-
cus group and on the vision video. In the end, (5) the
participants completed a questionnaire regarding the
application and quality of the vision video.

3 Experiences and Recommendations
Below, we report about the use of a vision video in a
virtual focus group to validate a scenario.

Video Production. Despite the prototypical im-
plementation of the Mockup Recorder and its moder-
ate usability, we were able to produce the 2-minute
vision video in about 90 minutes. The current version
of the Mockup Recorder produces only vision videos
without sound. However, this function is under de-
velopment. In the third step, the participants asked
several questions about the vision video while watch-
ing it alone. Although they had watched the vision
video togehter with the moderator and had received
her explanations right before, they missed explana-
tions during the second viewing. We recommend in-
cluding texts in the vision video or an audio track so
that participants have more explanations when they
watch the vision video alone.



In the fifth step, we investigated the quality of the
vision video using a questionnaire. The results show
that the participants found the overall quality of the
vision video to be good. Despite the currently missing
function for adding sound, we recommend the Mockup
Recorder to quickly produce a vision video at moder-
ate costs and with sufficient quality.

Video Streaming. We used Microsoft Teams3 as
the communication platform. In the first step, the
moderator used the introduction video to explain the
idea behind the Privacy Dashboard. During playback,
however, the platform did not transmit the sound of
the introduction video, and the moderator was unable
to solve the problem immediately. The video trans-
mission was also subject to some delays that caused
the image to pause. We counteracted these issues
by offering both videos (introduction video and vi-
sion video) to the participants as downloadable files
to enable them to watch the videos locally on their
computers. Based on this experience, we recommend
offering the videos used as separate files for download.

Video Presentation. In the second step, it was a
challenge for the moderator to adapt her live expla-
nations to the pace of the video. However, instead of
adding sound separately, we made the conscious deci-
sion that the moderator should comment live on the
vision video to save effort. In the vision video, each
mockup is shown for as long as the associated inter-
action process lasts. We assumed that a realistic pace
would be necessary for a realistic representation of the
Privacy Dashboard. However, the time for which some
mockups were shown was sometimes too short, i.e.,
less than 5 seconds, to perceive and explain the de-
tails. Furthermore, we did not get the impression that
a realistic representation was important for the partic-
ipants. For example, typing texts in the vision video
was not displayed as smooth as in reality since the
Mockup Recorder simulates the interaction processes
to generate the vision video. However, no participant
was bothered by this. Therefore, we recommend ex-
tending the duration of the interaction process to stay
longer on the individual mockups. We also expected
that the participants would use a large enough screen
to participate in the virtual focus group. Although
they had larger screens at their disposal, they only
used small laptop screens. We assume that the par-
ticipants deliberately chose the smaller screen to look
directly into the integrated webcam. However, the
small screens made it difficult for the participants to
recognize the details in the vision video. We recom-
mend actively asking the participants to use a suffi-
ciently large screen and the full-screen view.

In the fourth step, we planned to show the vision
video section by section and discuss each section with

3https://www.microsoft.com/de-de/microsoft-365/microsoft-te
ams/group-chat-software

the participants. However, the comments and ques-
tions of the participants did not follow the sequence
of the vision video. The moderator had to jump back
and forth in the video several times. The moderator
used the Mockup Recorder for the presentation of the
vision video. The Mockup Recorder allowed her to se-
lect every single static mockup in the video and start
the video from the selected mockup. This function-
ality was useful since it would have been much more
difficult to find the corresponding mockup in the over-
all video. Another solution could be to divide the sce-
nario into smaller units of meaning and produce one
vision video for each unit. In this way, the moderator
would have more control over the focus group making
it easier to elicit specific feedback from the partici-
pants on a particular video. We recommend either
using a software tool with similar functionality as the
Mockup Recorder, recording several short videos ac-
cording to the units of meaning, or preparing a slide
show as we did in our on-site focus group.

4 Future Work
We presented our experiences and recommendations
for the use of vision videos in virtual focus groups. So
far, we only conducted a single focus group with two
participants. We plan to repeat the validation of sce-
narios using vision videos in virtual focus groups with
more participants. In this way, we hope to gain fur-
ther insights into the technique of using vision videos
in virtual focus groups. Based on our observations, we
also want to investigate the hypothesis that the use of
a vision video leads to more feedback on functionality
and less feedback on design decisions.
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